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Abstract—This paper proposes a model of teaching
computational thinking as a sub-competence of a digital
competence framework. This teaching model is based (a) on
other models of teaching and learning programming aiming at
managing students’ cognitive load, (b) on exploiting the
engaging nature of unplugged activities and (c) on using
erroneous examples to address students’ common errors and
misconceptions. The teaching model emerged from the study of
the implementation of the “Reach 20 first” competence
assessment educational scenario at a Greek class with 11
students of low motivation and attainment regarding
computing and mathematics. We investigated (a) the impact
and the key-elements of the aforementioned teaching model on
students’ computational and
mathematical thinking
achievement and (b) the relationship between computational
and mathematical thinking in computing activities. We present
our findings discussing the possible implications on educational
activities design and teacher support.
Index Terms—Computational Thinking, Mathematical
Thinking, Programming, Unplugged Activities, Teaching
Model, Cognitive Load, Erroneous Examples.

I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years there has been a widespread trend for the
teaching of computer programming in both primary [1] and
secondary education [2]. The aim is to help students develop
computational thinking (CT), a skill that is not exclusively
limited to computer science, but it concerns “the thought
processes involved in formulating problems and their
solutions so that the solutions are represented in a form that
can be effectively carried out by an information-processing
agent” [3].
CT draws on both mathematical thinking and engineering
thinking, as it refers to task, data collection and analysis,
data representation; logical reasoning, abstraction, algorithm
design, decomposition, parallelization, automation, pattern
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generalization, pattern recognition, simulation [3].
Though computational and mathematical thinking hold a
reciprocal relationship [4] we are concerned about the lack
of strong academic background taking into account the
challenges around cognitive load [5] and the role of
mathematical thinking when undertaking computational
thinking activities.
In our efforts to make this relationship explicit in
students’ eyes, we consider the need for specially designed
classroom activity that supports students’ developmental
path to computational and mathematical thinking, while
providing a ‘bridge’ for connecting computational and
mathematical thinking.
This paper reports on a study that sought to address the
following questions:
What is the impact of ‘Reach 20 first’ educational
scenario on students’ computational thinking subcompetence acquisition?
How computational and mathematical thinking were
integrated when students investigated the generalization of
the solution of a given computational thinking problem?
How does mathematics contribute to computational thinking
within this context?
What is the teaching model embedded in ‘Reach 20 first’
educational scenario that supports computational thinking?
What key-elements of this teaching model support
computational thinking sub-competence acquisition and
computer science learning?
We look at the data from a classroom project
implemented with eleven 15-year-old students working on
the “reach 20 first” educational scenario. We present their
results, reflecting upon the interplay between their
computational and mathematical thinking and propose a
teaching model. We finally discuss the properties of the
proposed teaching model focussing on possible implications
on instructional design.

II. BACKGROUND
The educational scenario (Competence Assessment
Scenario-CAS) uses an unplugged activity [6, 7] in order for
students to design solutions to a computational problem [8].
Computational thinking requires a set of thinking skills
such as Data collection and Analysis, Abstraction and
Pattern recognition, Algorithmic design, Programming and
Debugging, in order to implement a computer game
strategy. Furthermore, the application of the “Reach 20
first” CAS helps in scaffolding mathematical thinking as it
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is used for pattern matching and for generalising a solution
from a single computational problem to the solution to a
whole class of similar problems [9].
The Competence Assessment Scenario-CAS is an
educational scenario that was designed in the framework of
the CRISS Project (https://www.crissh2020.eu/) in order to
teach, evaluate and certify computational thinking as a subcompetence of the CRISS competence framework that is
based on the European Digital Competence Framework for
Citizens-DigiComp 2.0 [10,11].
CAS’s teaching strategy uses transition through levels of
abstraction (Formulating the problem to be solved through
Execution of a program, Solving the problem through
unplugged activity for pattern recognition to algorithm
design in Greek, modelling the solution of the problem by
modifying the first program) and use-modify-create
approach [12] to manage students’ cognitive load [5]. Also
with the use of the Unplugged activity we have created an
authentic and engaging context teaching several critical
concepts such as algorithm, program, programmer,
programming language and artificial intelligence [6, 7].
The key idea of fun, kinaesthetic, highly engaging
“unplugged activities” enabling students, during one-hour
class to explore computer science without having to first
learn programming [13, 14] is used to pursue computational
thinking that includes algorithmic design and Coding. We
agree that computational thinking cannot be perceived
without “an information-processing agent” that is human or
machine [3].
Certain points during the solution of tasks that involve
computational thinking also required mathematical thinking.
To facilitate that, there is a need for specially designed
activities and resources to support students’ transition from
computational to mathematical thinking and vice versa. This
support requires appreciating the fact that transition between
conceptual boundaries (such as mathematical and
computational thinking) is not a straightforward process. For
example, in the case of Logo, Gurtner [15] had considered
“the type of connections generally expected, and very
seldom observed, between Logo practice and mathematics”
as transfer and suggested that “a rather long period of Logo
practice (one that is rich in reflection) is necessary before
transfer to mathematics can occur [16]. As such Gurtner’s
“bridging” metaphor is useful here to help us describe the
connections students or educators can make between
different domains and one way of building such bridges is
through purposefully designed activities such as worksheets,
collaboration activities to help the interplay between
computational and mathematical thinking to become
‘visible’ [17].

III. METHODOLOGY
A. The study
The educational scenario was implemented in a class of
11 students of a vocational high school in Greece. As
computing and mathematics class teacher told us in an
interview, these students have had low motivation and
attainment regarding Computing and Mathematics learning.
This view is supported by Koutsampelas and Tsakloglou
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[18] who inform us that Greek vocational students “are
usually located at the lower part of the income distribution”.
The educational Scenario was implemented in two
successive days in May of 2019 using 5 lessons of 40
minutes. In lesson 1, students played a PC game (human
against PC) that is called “Reach 20 first”. The game is
played with one pawn starting from step 0 and each of the
two players, on their turn, move the pawn one or two steps
forward. The one that reaches the step 20 first is the winner
(Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. User Interface of the “Reach 20 first” game

The computer (PC) plays always first. The game has been
coded in Snap! [19]. Most students managed to defeat the
computer. Then, in lesson 2, they played 3 times against an
“intelligent paper” that contains a winning algorithm. Each
time, students are asked to write down how the intelligent
piece of paper and the human interact constructing the
representation of a ladder along with human and intelligent
piece of paper moves (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. The moves of the human player (below) and ‘intelligent paper’
(above) as represented with ‘arrows’ on a ‘ladder’

The aforementioned procedure helped students to
recognise patterns and lead them, in Lesson 3, to design
collaboratively in small groups an algorithm in Greek
language that supposed to beat every human that plays
against it. They tested their algorithms in paper the same
way they tested the “intelligent paper”, each time modifying
their algorithm. Finally, they individually typed their
algorithm on a word processor and uploaded it to the CRISS
platform for evaluation by the teacher.
Below you can see an algorithm designed by a student:
1. As soon as the paper plays first, the paper takes 2
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2.
3.
4.

steps forward.
Wait for the human to play
If human takes 1 step the paper opts for the opposite,
that is 2 steps
Repeat the above until the paper reach 20!

1) Extract 1: The final algorithm of Student 9
In lesson 4, students modified the code of the first
program implementing the game in order to make the PC
unbeatable in “Reach 20 first” and uploaded a screenshot on
CRISS platform (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Screenshot of the final modified code

Finally, in lesson 5, students are given a worksheet and
are asked to answer the following questions:
Express in your own words, using mathematical language
where possible, why the algorithm is beating every human
player. The following questions are there to help you:
1. Observe that in each case the sum of both the human
and the PC steps are 3. What are the specific steps
that the PC follows in order to win?
2. Would the PC have won if its first step was other
than 2?
Investigate the general solution:
3. Play a game with different numbers e.g. target 30 and
steps 2 and 5. Can you describe the strategy in order
for the PC to always win?
4. Does this strategy work also for target 30 and steps 3
and 4?
5. Can you designate a general rule in order for this
strategy to work?
Hint: If S is the sum of possible human step plus PC step in
each cycle of the game and T is the target, what is the
remainder of this division T/S? What is your conclusion?
2) Extract 2: The worksheet
One of the authors (GP) was the teacher and creator of the
educational scenario, while the usual computing teacher of
the class kept down observation notes regarding students’
interaction. The teacher as the ‘more knowledgeable other’
scaffolded classroom talk through different levels of
abstraction to mathematical generalisation that was
manifested (or not) by students’ answers to the questions
posed by the above mentioned individual worksheet [20, 5].
B. Data Collection and Analysis
The data comprises students’ notes on intelligent paper
plays (e.g. Fig. 2), students’ algorithms (e.g. Extract 1),
screenshots of the final code (e.g. Fig. 2), their answers on
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the aforementioned worksheet, observation notes from
students’ interactions, as well as an interview with
computing and mathematics class teachers. Student names
were coded for anonymity. Those data were used for
interaction and content analysis in a way that validates
results through triangulation of data [21].
IV. RESULTS
A. Students’ computational thinking sub-competence
acquisition
We evaluated the students’ notes on intelligent paper
plays, the final algorithms of the students and the modified
code from the screenshots using rubrics. We found out that 5
out of 11 students have designed an algorithm that can lead
a human “information-processing agent” [3] to win in
“Reach 20 First” game and 7 out of 11 students have
modified the code in the right way to make the PC win the
game against every human. Thus, 5 out of 11 students were
certified for the computational thinking sub-competence by
the CRISS digital competence framework [11].
B. Integrating computational and mathematical thinking
We analysed the observation notes and the written
answers on the worksheet of the 9 of the students who filled
it in, in order to respond to our second research question.
B.1. Why the algorithm is beating every human? (a)
Observe that in each case the sum of both the human and the
PC steps are 3. What are the specific steps that the PC
follows in order to win? (b) Would the PC have won if its
first step was other than 2? Below we cite the written
answers of the 6 students that showed some understanding in written answers- of how the winning algorithm is
working. In italics you will read some wrong estimation.
Student 1: “Because as soon as the algorithm plays first
and its first move is two, then it moves the pawn to
the same steps each time we play against it”. “These
specific steps are 0,2,5,8,11,14,17,20”. “I think not,
because it would not be able to step to the same
specific numbers, this change would have broken the
‘chain’ (of events)”
Student 3: “PC wouldn’t have won because if the PC
played other than 2 then the human would take the
chance to move the pawn to the specific right steps
(numbers) and win”
Student 5: “Because it moves the pawn to the same steps
each time we play against it”
Student 7: “0,2,5,7,11,14,17,20”, “the PC wouldn’t have
won because it would lose its lead and the specific
numbers”
Student 8: “Because whatever we do the PC (algorithm)
puts us in the same difficult position of 17 and from
this step on whatever we do we lose”, “I think that
PC would have won even if its first step was other
than 2”
Student 9: “The specific steps are 0,2,5,7,11,14,17,20”,
“the PC would lose if its first step was other than 2
because it always follows certain steps and if its first
step was 1 this change would have broken the
“chain” (of events)”
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1) Extract 3: The written answers that show some
understanding of why the algorithm is beating every
human
In general, the answers demonstrate that most of the
students who filled in the worksheet acquired some level of
understanding that the winning strategy relies on starting
first and making a certain move that permits an ‘adaptive’
strategy of moving to certain positions and finally to a
position from which human players could only lose (in this
case step 17).
B.2 Investigate the general solution. Only two students
provided written answers that showed some understanding
of the general solution. In italics you will read some wrong
estimation.
Student 1: (a) “Yes there is a strategy: it has to step on
2,9,16,23,30, first move 2 steps and then 7 steps”, (c)
“It has to start moving 2 steps and then follows a
certain strategy whether the target is 20 or 30.”, “One
of the two steps must be the remainder of the division
20=6X3+2, 30=4X7+2. The number 2 is left over”
Student 9: (a) “the strategy is to start with 2 steps and
then moves by 7”, (b) “No it doesn’t” (c) One of the
steps must be the remainder of the division of the
target number by the sum of the two possible steps”
2) Extract 4: The written answers that show some
understanding of the general solution
As we can see from the aforementioned data 6 out of 11
students managed to gain some understanding of how the
winning algorithm works but only 2 of them managed to try
a general solution. By using the observation notes of the
scaffolded interaction among the teacher and the students
we can see that in the last minutes of the lesson the teacher,
student 1 and student 9 had the following discussion:
Teacher: If S is the ‘sum of possible human step’ plus
‘PC step’ in each cycle of the game and T is the
target number, what must be the remainder of
this division T/S in order to apply our strategy?
Student 8: These are mathematics. I don’t know
mathematics
/*Teacher writes on the whiteboard (3X6)+2=20 with
steps 1 and 2 and (4X7)+2=30 with steps 2 and
5. Earlier he has drawn two representation of
ladders (e.g Fig. 2) with target numbers 20 and
30 and steps 1 or 2 and 2 or 5 accordingly*/
Teacher: What must be the remainder of the division of
the target number by the sum of the two possible
moves?
Student 1: It must be 2
Student 8: The first move must be the remainder of the
division!
Teacher: Right!! Must be one of the possible moves!!
3) Extract 5: Student 9 finds the general solution
It is interesting that mathematics in this scenario were
used to generalize a solution to a given problem in order for
the students to come up with a general rule that will help
them design the solution-algorithm for a whole class of
problems. Mathematics was once more difficult for these
students but the scaffolding that led to the ‘aha’ moment for
student 9 is successful. However, it is interesting that she
prefers to “speak” mathematically in her language rather
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than write mathematical symbols.
C. The proposed teaching model
Our third research question required us to look at the
teaching model embedded in this scenario. Reflecting on
this case points out a teaching model for computational
thinking and programming at school that is described below:
1. RUN and observe how a program with a logical flaw
interacts with a human, thus formulating the problem
to be solved
2. Declare that an "intelligent piece of paper" [6, 7]
interacts with humans in a different and desirable
way that solves the aforementioned problem.
INVESTIGATE how the "intelligent piece of paper"
interacts with humans by executing the algorithm of
the intelligent paper three or more times, each time
interacting with different individuals. Write down
how the intelligent paper and the human interact each
of the 3-4 times constructing a suitable
representation. This helps students to recognise
patterns that will lead them to the next step, that is to
3. DESIGN an algorithm collaboratively and/or
individually in their own piece of paper that interact
with humans the same way the “intelligent piece of
paper” does (first in some human language).
4. Then RUN and DEBUG the students’ algorithms
with the help of a human as paper ‘servant’ actually
their algorithm ‘servant’. The students’ algorithms
are tested against different humans. Each time the
students modify their algorithms so as to be right and
rigorous, thus making the transition from human
language to CS speak [22].
5. Finally, students MODIFY the code of the first
flawed program so as to interact with humans the
way the first “intelligent piece of paper’ does.
6. Students can use then pattern matching and/or
mathematics to MAKE a new program that solves a
different problem.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
A. The key-elements of the proposed teaching model and
possible implications
The aforementioned teaching model uses the Run,
Investigate, Modify and Make phases of the PRIMM
teaching and learning model of Sentance et al. [5] but only
Modify and Make in the same way. Students Run and
Investigate how a program with a logical flaw is running
and thus formulating a problem to be solved. It follows an
unplugged activity with an “intelligent piece of paper” that
helps to Investigate how the program should run. Then
students Design and Test an algorithm in human language
towards a CS-speak language. This algorithm informs the
Modification of the code of the flawed program. In this way,
the teaching model we propose uses the Level of
Abstraction (LoA) framework as last modified by Armoni
[23] with four levels: ‘execution’; ‘program’; ‘algorithm’;
‘problem’, Abstraction Transition Taxonomy teaching
model [22] and use-modify-create approach [12] to manage
students’ cognitive load [5]. Furthermore, through the
MAKE phase it has the potential to support students’
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generalisations in a way that nurture their creativity giving
them ownership of problems and solutions. Also, with the
use of the unplugged activity we have created an authentic
and engaging context for teaching several critical computer
science concepts such as algorithm, program, programmer
and programming language along with computational
thinking and programming [6, 7].
In the aforementioned example of “Reach 20 first”
scenario apart from using computational thinking to solve a
problem, students tackled effectively with the misconception
of the allegedly inherent artificial intelligence on computers
[6, 7]. Therefore, due to Run and Test Phase of a flawed
program we propose that the aforementioned teaching model
can also use erroneous examples for presenting students
with common errors and misconceptions in a way that
supports conceptual change [24].
Furthermore, this teaching model “creates the problem in
the students’ minds” because they need their own problem
to learn programming as Guzdial [25] says.
The aforementioned properties of the teaching model in
hand may inform the instructional design of educational
scenarios that share the aforementioned properties and
support computational thinking, mathematical thinking
while also deal with basic computer science teaching
concepts and misconceptions.
B. Computational and Mathematical thinking
Our first and second research question revolved around the
impact of the ‘Reach 20 first’ scenario on students’
computational thinking and the reciprocal relationship of
computational and mathematical thinking. We were
particularly concerned with the lack of strong academic
background and motivation in the cohort under investigation
and thus structured the teaching model in a way that would
manage students’ cognitive load. We were aware of both the
challenges around cognitive load and the barriers of
mathematical thinking when undertaking computational
thinking activities. The results showed that most of the
students engaged with the unplugged activity that facilitated
their subsequent modification of the code in Snap!. The
teaching model, scaffolding through talk [20] and the
resources including the worksheets were instrumental in
supporting the students to reach that far. On reflection, an
introduction of certain concepts through previous examples
or other ‘bridging’ strategies [17] could have helped the
students more to express their ideas mathematically. In
addition, perhaps with more sufficient time the transition to
generalisation could be smoother. We see the proposed
teaching model as an opportunity for students to express
algebraically the rules that underpin a problem before
further abstracting it and implementing more general
solutions.
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